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Corrections & amendments Corrections & amendments Corrections & amendments 

Author Correction: BCG immunization induces CX3CR1hi  
effector memory T cells to provide cross-protection 
via IFN-γ-mediated trained immunity

Kim A. Tran    , Erwan Pernet, Mina Sadeghi, Jeffrey Downey, 
Julia Chronopoulos, Elizabeth Lapshina, Oscar Tsai    , Eva Kaufmann, 
Jun Ding     & Maziar Divangahi    

In the version of the article initially published, in the “BCG-induced CX3CR1hi T cells are effector 
memory T cells” section, the first five callouts to Fig. 3 erroneously cited Fig. 2. This has now 
been amended in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.
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Author Correction: Mucosal vaccine-induced cross-reactive  
CD8+ T cells protect against SARS-CoV-2 XBB.1.5 respiratory  
tract infection

Baoling Ying, Tamarand L. Darling, Pritesh Desai    , Chieh-Yu Liang    , 
Igor P. Dmitriev    , Nadia Soudani, Traci Bricker, Elena A. Kashentseva, 
Houda Harastani    , Saravanan Raju, Meizi Liu, Aaron G. Schmidt    , 
David T. Curiel    , Adrianus C. M. Boon     & Michael S. Diamond    

In the version of this article initially published, due to a mistake in figure assembly, the images 
shown in the “Naive” column of Fig. 5c,e were duplicates of Fig. 5a. The error was in presentation 
only. The figure has been updated in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.
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